
mortgage mess redux:
robo-signers return
A Reuters investigation finds that many banks are still employing the

controversial foreclosure practices that sparked a major outcry last year.

by Scot j. Paltrow
NEW YORK/IMMOKALEE, 
FLORIdA, JuLY 19

AMERIcA’s LEAdINg MORtgAgE 
lenders vowed in March to end the 

dubious foreclosure practices that caused a 
bruising scandal last year.

But a Reuters investigation finds that 
many are still taking the same shortcuts 

they promised to shun, from sketchy 
paperwork to the use of “robo-signers.”

In its effort to seize the two-bedroom ranch 
house of 87-year-old Margery gunter in this 
down-on-its-luck Florida town, OneWest 
Bank recently filed a court document that 
appears riddled with discrepancies. Mrs. 
gunter, who has lived in the house for 40 
years and gets around with the aid of a 
walker, stopped paying her loan back in 

2009, her lawyer concedes. to foreclose, the 
bank submitted to the collier county clerk’s 
office on March 3 a “mortgage assignment,” 
a document essential to proving who owns 
a mortgage once the original lender sells it 
off.

But OneWest’s paperwork is problematic. 
Among the snags: state law permits lenders 
to file to foreclose only if they already legally 
own a mortgage. Yet the key document 
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establishing ownership wasn’t signed 
and officially recorded until months after 
OneWest filed to foreclose on Mrs. gunter. 
OneWest declined to comment on the case.

Reuters has found that some of the biggest 
u.s. banks and other “loan servicers” 
continue to file questionable foreclosure 
documents with courts and county clerks. 
they are using tactics that late last year 
triggered an outcry, multiple investigations 
and temporary moratoriums on foreclosures.

In recent months, servicers have filed 
thousands of documents that appear to have 
been fabricated or improperly altered, or 
have sworn to false facts.

Reuters also identified at least six “robo-
signers,” individuals who in recent months 
have each signed thousands of mortgage 
assignments -- legal documents which 
pinpoint ownership of a property. these 
same individuals have been identified -- in 
depositions, court testimony or court rulings 
-- as previously having signed vast numbers 
of foreclosure documents that they never 
read or checked.

Among them: christina carter, an 
employee of Ocwen Loan servicing of West 
Palm Beach, Florida, a “sub-servicer” which 
handles routine mortgage tasks for banks. 
Her signature -- just two “c”s -- has appeared 
on thousands of mortgage assignments and 

other documents this year.
In a case involving a foreclosure by HsBc 

Bank usA, a New York state court judge this 
month called carter a “known robo-signer” 
and said he’d found multiple variations of 
her two-letter signature on documents, 
raising questions about whether others were 
using her name. that and other red flags 
prompted the judge to take the extraordinary 
step of threatening to sanction HsBc’s chief 
executive officer.

In a phone interview, carter acknowledged 
signing large numbers of mortgage 
assignments this year, but said they all were 
legally done. to her knowledge, she added, 
no one else used her name. 

‘cUttiNG corNErS’
ONE OF tHE INdustRY’s top representatives 
admits that the federal settlements haven’t 
put a stop to questionable practices.

some loan servicers “continue to cut 

corners,” said david stevens, president 
of the Mortgage Bankers Association. 
Nearly all borrowers facing foreclosure are 
delinquent, he said, but “the real question is 
whether the servicer complied with all legal 
requirements.” the loss of a home is “the 
most critical time in a family’s life,” and if 
foreclosure paperwork is faulty homeowners 
should contest it. “Families should be using 
every opportunity they can to protect their 
rights.” 

Federal bank regulators signed settlements 
in March with 14 loan servicers -- banks 
and other companies that perform tasks 
for mortgage investors such as collecting 
payments from homeowners and when 
necessary, filing to foreclose. the 14 firms 
promised further internal investigations, 
remediation for some who were harmed 
and a halt to the filing of false documents. 
All such behavior had stopped by the end of 
2010, they said.

Of these companies, Reuters has found 
at least five that in recent months have 
filed foreclosure documents of questionable 
validity: OneWest, Bank of America, HsBc 
Bank usA, Wells Fargo  and gMAc Mortgage.

so have half a dozen large servicers that 
weren’t party to the agreements, including 
Ocwen Financial corp and units of credit 
suisse group Ag.

PaPErwork: margery gunter, (2nd-l) who is almost completely deaf, reads a question from her legal aid attorneys eduardo espinoza (l), albert batista (2nd-r) and joe 
Klein (r)  in her home in immokalee, Florida may 6, 2011.  rEUtErS/joE SkiPPEr
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spokesmen for the banks and servicers 
named in this article said that they halted 
any wrongdoing after disclosures last 
autumn of robo-signing led them to revise 
their practices, and they denied filing false 
documents since then.

In general, they said their foreclosure 
cases were legitimate, but for a small 
number of exceptions, and that criticism by 
defense lawyers and judges of some types of 
documentation is based on misinterpretation 
of the law.

the persistence of the paperwork mess 
poses a dilemma for American policymakers 
and society at large.

the vast majority of homeowners in 
foreclosure are in fact delinquent on their 
mortgage payments. Many bankers and 
judges view the issue as a technicality. 
Regardless of legal niceties, they say, people 
should pay up or lose the collateral on the 
loans -- their houses and condos.

Increasingly, though, courts are holding 
that the trusts suing to foreclose don’t 
actually own the mortgages. Judges have 
ruled that foreclosing based on flawed or 
missing evidence violates longstanding laws 
meant to protect all Americans’ property 
rights.

In a landmark decision in January, the 
Massachusetts supreme Judicial court 
overturned a foreclosure because of a lack of 
proper documentation.

“the holder of an assigned mortgage 
needs to take care to ensure that his legal 
paperwork is in order,” wrote Justice Robert 
cordry in a concurring opinion. “Although 
there was no apparent actual unfairness here 
to the (homeowners), that is not the point. 
Foreclosure is a powerful act with significant 
consequences, and Massachusetts law has 
always required that it proceed strictly in 
accord with the statutes that govern it.” 

(u.s. bank national association, trustee, vs. 
antonio ibanez, 458 mass. 637.)

a tHoUSaND QUEStioNS
REutERs REvIEWEd REcORds of 
individual county clerk offices in five states 
-– Florida, Massachusetts, New York, and 
North and south carolina -– with searchable 
online databases. Reuters also examined 
hundreds of documents from court case files, 
some obtained online and others provided by 
attorneys.

the searches found more than 1,000 
mortgage assignments that for multiple 
reasons appear questionable: promissory 
notes missing required endorsements or 

by Scot Paltrow
NEW YORK, JuLY 19

A LIttLE-KNOWN INstItutION in 
Reston, virginia, has done much to 

help loan servicers produce foreclosure 
documents of questionable legitimacy, 
according to multiple recent court rulings 
and deposition testimony.

Mortgage Electronic Registration 
systems, or MERs, has only about 50 full 
time employees. Yet it claims to own about 
half of all mortgages in the united states, 
roughly 60 million loans, and is involved 
in about 60 percent of new mortgages 
issued.

Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and several 
large banks established MERs in 1995, as 
a registry meant to speed up the recording 
and transfer of mortgages. until then, 
this had to be done in individual county 
clerks offices and the process was glacial. 
the founders went ahead even though no 
state laws authorized them to bypass the 
required filing with clerks.

the purpose of MERs was simple: to 
make it possible to track the owner and 
servicer of each individual mortgage, 
and to make it easier to rapidly transfer 
mortgages. Lenders designated MERs 
as either the mortgagee (the legal holder 
of a mortgage, even though MERs had 
never paid a penny to obtain it), or as 
“assignee” (an entity to which a mortgage 
is entrusted). In either case, MERs was 
granted power to assign mortgages as 
they changed hands from one real owner 
(such as a bank) to another (such as a 
mortgage security trust) – even though 
MERs itself didn’t have a financial interest 
in any of the mortgages. MERs also claims 
the right to transfer promissory notes, 
even though it doesn't own them.

In deposition testimony beginning 
in 2009, it emerged that MERs’s own 
employees did little but maintain the 
computer database. the real work was 
done by loan servicers -- banks and 
other companies that do routine work for 
trusts that own the mortgages, including 
collecting and tracking payments from 

homeowners and filing to foreclose 
when a borrower defaults. For a $25 
fee, employees of any of the 3,000 loan 
servicers that belonged to MERs could 
get themselves designated as a MERs 
“vice president” or “assistant secretary,” 
authorized to sign official documents on 
behalf of MERs.

this April, upon announcing settlements 
with 14 lenders over allegedly improper 
foreclosure practices, federal bank 
regulators required MERs too to sign an 
agreement to reform. the regulators said 
MERs had failed to establish adequate 
internal controls, and “engaged in unsafe 
or unsound practices” in transferring 
mortgages. Like the 14 lenders, MERs 
neither admitted nor denied wrongdoing.

In practice, when servicers needed to 
create mortgage assignments to replace 
missing ones for foreclosure cases, their 
own employees, signing as MERs officials, 
printed out newly minted documents and 
signed their names to them. MERs has 
served in effect as an instant teller machine 
for mortgage assignments. servicers 
simply have their own employees sign the 
needed documents as MERs officials.

For some time, most courts around the 
country rejected homeowners’ challenges 
to MERs and upheld the mortgage 
assignments. But recent decisions by state 
and federal appellate courts have been 
ruling that MERs doesn’t have the right to 
transfer promissory notes and mortgages. 
A New York state appellate court in June 
ruled that MERs, because it does not 
own the notes, has no power to transfer 
to servicers the right to foreclose. Federal 
district and bankruptcy courts in multiple 
states recently have issued similar rulings. 
(Bank of New York v silverberg, 2011 slip 
Op 05002, New York state Appellate 
division, second department.)

 A spokeswoman noted that judges in 
multiple states continue to uphold MERs 
powers. In response to pressure from 
regulators and the courts, MERs had said 
it is redrafting some of its procedures.

 (Editing by Michael Williams)

paperwork pickle:
archive is at center
of mortgage mess
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bearing faulty ones; and “complaints” (the 
legal documents that launch foreclosure 
suits) that appear to contain multiple 
incorrect facts.

these are practices that the 14 banks and 
other loan servicers said had occurred only 
on a small scale and were halted more than 
six months ago.

the settlements included the four largest 
banks in the united states -- Bank of America 
corp, Wells Fargo, JP Morgan chase & co, 
and citigroup Inc. the other parties were 
lending units of Ally Financial Inc, HsBc 
Holdings PLc, MetLife Inc, PNc Financial 
services group Inc, suntrust Banks Inc, u.s. 
Bancorp, Aurora Bank, EverBank, OneWest 
Bank and sovereign Bank.

the pacts were struck with the Office of 
the comptroller of the currency, the main 
regulator of national banks, as well as with 
the Federal Reserve, the Federal deposit 
Insurance corp. and the Office of thrift 
supervision.

some state and federal officials have 
called the settlements weak. Authorities are 
still working out financial penalties to be 
imposed on the 14 firms. the banks didn’t 
admit or deny wrongdoing, and many of 
the practices banned were previously illegal 
anyway, such as filing false affidavits and 
making false notarizations. And regulators 
left it to the banks to oversee their own 
internal investigations.

the Occ confirmed it has received 
complaints that questionable practices 
continue. But spokesman Bryan Hubbard 
said the settlements “are intended to 
address many of the root causes of improper 
foreclosure actions,” thus preventing future 
harm.

waVE oF ForEcloSUrES
tHE cOLLAPsE OF tHE housing boom in late 
2006 led to a wave of foreclosures. Federal 
Reserve data show that some 4.5 percent of 
u.s. mortgages are in foreclosure. In 2010, 
2.5 million foreclosures were initiated, with a 
similar number expected this year.

In the housing boom, lenders created 
millions of new mortgages, packaged them 
into pools, and securitized them rapidly for 
sale to investors in so-called mortgage-
securities trusts.

the agreements setting up the trusts, 
called “pooling and servicing agreements,” 
require that key documents, properly 
executed and endorsed, be turned over 
immediately for each mortgage when a 
trust is established. the two most important 

ones are a promissory note and mortgage 
assignment.

A mortgage really has two parts. One is 
the actual mortgage (in some states called a 
“deed of trust”). Its purpose is to pledge the 
home as collateral for the loan. to transfer 
ownership of this collateral pledge, the seller 
must issue a document called a mortgage 
assignment. the other is the promissory 
note, which is the loan agreement itself. 
the homeowner signs it, promising to pay 
principal and interest.

the Reuters examination turned up 
thousands of instances --more than 2,000 
in Florida alone -- involving recently filed 
mortgage assignments which ostensibly 
transferred mortgages to these trusts years 
after they were formed.

the problem, according to georgetown 
university law professor Adam Levitin, an 
expert on securitization: About 80 percent of 
all trust agreements provide that New York 
state law applies, and under New York law, 
any mortgage assignments made later than 
specified in the agreements would be void.

Reuters has also uncovered problems with 
the other key document used in foreclosure 
cases, the promissory note.

to foreclose, a trust, bank or mortgage 
finance giant such as Fannie Mae or Freddie 

Mac must possess the original “blue 
ink” signed promissory note. the crucial 
parts of the note are at the bottom -– the 
endorsements, somewhat like those on the 
back of a check. the agreements establishing 
trusts require a proper chain of endorsements 
showing legal transfers of a note from the 
original lender, through any intermediary 
owners, and finally to the trust itself.

Attorneys defending homeowners contend 
that improper endorsements are rife. Reuters 
obtained from public court records and 
defense attorneys more than 100 examples 
of notes that for various reasons appear to be 
improper.

MyStEry oF Mary artHUr
ONE ExAMPLE: the attempt by credit suisse 
unit dLJ Mortgage capital to foreclose on 
Mary Arthur of dobbs Ferry, New York. Mrs. 
Arthur, 63 and legally blind, works part 
time as an assistant in a doctor’s office. 
Originally from trinidad, Mrs. Arthur became 
delinquent on her $427,500 loan after her 
parents and sister died and she ran up debts 
travelling home for the funerals, according to 
her attorney, Linda tirelli.

the loan servicers, select Portfolio servicing 
of salt Lake city, threatened to foreclose 
on dLJ’s behalf. Mrs. Arthur arranged with 
select Portfolio a trial mortgage modification 
to see if she could keep up with the reduced 
payments. she made the payments but, 
tirelli said, select Portfolio filed to foreclose.

dLJ filed in two separate court cases 
what it said were authentic copies of Mrs. 
Arthur’s promissory note. Because they 
were supposed to be copies of the same 

click to check out the video on 
Reuters Insider: 
http://link.reuters.com/myk62s

rEUtErS iNSiDEr

Find more Reuters special reports at 
our blog The Deep End here:
http://link.reuters.com/heq72q

http://link.reuters.com/myk62s
http://link.reuters.com/myk62s
http://link.reuters.com/myk62s
http://link.reuters.com/heq72q
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document, the endorsements filed with both 
courts should be identical.

But a look at the documents shows that 
the version filed in state court and the one 
filed in bankruptcy court had completely 
different endorsements on them -- naming 
different owner banks and signed by different 
people. tirelli said she has brought this to 
the attention of the bankruptcy judge and is 
awaiting a ruling.

credit suisse, which owns both dLJ 
Mortgage capital and select Portfolio 
servicing, declined to comment, as did casey 
Howard, the lawyer representing dLJ in the 
bankruptcy case.

Bank of America, meanwhile, is coming 
under fire from a New York federal bankruptcy 
judge.

Last tuesday, Judge Robert drain ordered 
an investigation involving a foreclosure case 
brought by the bank. two earlier copies of 
a promissory note filed in court had lacked 
any endorsement, but then one appeared on 
the note when bank lawyers produced the 
original.

the judge said the sudden appearance 
of an endorsement, and his own close look 
at it, raised questions about whether it had 
been added illegally to make the note look 
legitimate.

It "raises a sufficiently serious issue as to 
when and more importantly by whom this 
note was endorsed," the judge said.

A Bank of America spokesman said 
the bank will produce evidence that “will 
demonstrate to the court’s satisfaction that 
the endorsement is proper.”

(In re: Priscilla c. taylor, debtor, united 
states Bankruptcy court, southern district of 
New York, case # 10-22652.)

MiSSiNG SiGNatUrES
tHEsE BANKs AREN’t alone in filing 
doubtful documents. Reuters found cases in 
which Wells Fargo didn’t obtain mortgage 
assignments –- and hence the right to 
foreclose –- until well after it had filed 
foreclosure cases.

Wells Fargo, as a trustee, has moved 
to foreclose on homeowners who have 
mortgages from now-defunct Option One 
Mortgage corp. In June, a bankruptcy 
appellate panel of the federal Ninth circuit 
court of Appeals overturned a decision to 
allow Wells Fargo to foreclose on an Option 
One mortgage. It said that there was no 
evidence that the note and mortgage had 
ever been turned over to Wells Fargo as 
trustee.

In court files of Florida foreclosure cases 
by Wells Fargo on Option One mortgages, 
none of the promissory notes filed as 
exhibits in 10 cases found by Reuters had any 
endorsements on them.

A Wells Fargo spokeswoman said it is 
possible that proper endorsements exist 
but were omitted from the copies of the 
promissory notes filed in court.

In other cases reviewed by Reuters, Wells 
Fargo and gMAc Mortgage, a unit of Ally 
Financial, this year assigned mortgages from 
defunct lender New century Mortgage corp., 
which went under in 2007. securitization 
lawyers say it is technically impossible for 
a defunct company to directly assign a 

mortgage over to another owner.
documents and statements made to courts 

that are found to be false can amount to 
crimes under state and federal laws. daniel 
Richman, a columbia university law professor 
and former federal prosecutor, said such acts 
can be perjury, and preparing fraudulent 
documents can be prosecuted under federal 
mail and wire fraud statutes. the sarbanes-
Oxley Act makes it a crime punishable by up 
to 20 years in jail to file false documents in a 
bankruptcy case, including foreclosures.

robo-SiGNErS rEtUrN
REutERs ALsO FOuNd that loan servicers 
are still using the corner-cutting tactic that 

HolDiNG oN: Above and below, Mary and steve arthur stand in front of their home in dobbs Ferry, new york, july 14, 2011 
rEUtErS/MikE SEGar
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most captured the public imagination last 
year: robo-signing.

the investigation identified six known 
robo-signers who have continued to churn 
out large numbers of mortgage assignments 
since the beginning of 2011 — months after 
the industry vowed to stop the practice.

Among them is Bryan Bly, an employee of 
Nationwide title clearing of Palm Harbor, 
Florida.

Bly testified in a July 2010 foreclosure 
case in Florida that he signed up to 5,000 
mortgage assignments per day at the 
loan-servicing company. Although he is 
an employee of Nationwide, he signed the 
documents as a “vice president” of Option 
One Mortgage, deutsche Bank, citiBank and 
other institutions. (case # 2009-cA-1920, 
circuit court of the Fourth Judicial district, 
clay county, FL)

In his deposition, Bly said Nationwide 
multiplied his output by electronically 
stamping his signature on additional 
mortgage assignments that Bly said he never 
saw. He testified, too, that all the documents 
then were falsely notarized. Nationwide’s 
notaries were given stacks of the already-
signed documents, he said, and attested 
falsely that Bly had signed the legal papers 
in front of them. Bly said he didn’t verify the 
information in the papers he signed, and 
that he didn’t understand key words and 
expressions in them.

despite these disclosures, a Reuters search 
of county clerk records in Florida, New York 
and Massachusetts shows that Bly continued 
to sign thousands of mortgage assignments 
this year.

A Nationwide spokeswoman said there is 
nothing illegal about signing large numbers 

of mortgage assignments. After Reuters 
inquired about Bly, however, she later said 
that because of recent questions raised 
about him by Nationwide customers, Bly has 
been moved to a job at the firm that doesn’t 
involve signing documents.

R. christopher Rodems, a lawyer for Bly, 
said there is nothing improper about signing 
large numbers of mortgage assignments. 
Rodems said Bly had received death threats 
after a videotaped deposition Bly gave 
in November 2010 was posted briefly on 
Youtube, in which he testified about signing 
massive numbers of mortgage assignments.

a lawyEr’S NaME
ROBO-sIgNINg IsN’t limited to low-level 
employees at loan servicers. 

Lawrence Buckley is a lawyer who manages 
the dallas, texas law firm Brice, vander 
Linden and Wernick. In March, he testified 
that he had allowed his electronic signature 
to be affixed to sworn court documents that 
he had never seen. the documents, known 
as “proofs of claim,” included one filed with 
the federal bankruptcy court in New York. It 
sought permission for deutsche Bank to seize 
the Bronx, New York, house of 59-year-old 
virginia Obasi.  (united states Bankruptcy 
court, southern district of New York, case # 

10-10494 Mg)
Buckley said he had never seen the 

document, and that another lawyer at his 
firm had filed it using Buckley’s electronic 
signature. the signature appears on the 
document as “/s/ Lawrence J. Buckley.” 

Buckley said that other lawyers at his firm 
were permitted to use his signature to file 
documents electronically with bankruptcy 
courts. He testified that it was standard 
practice at the firm not to review any of the 
original documents the claim was supposed 
to be based on, such as the original 
promissory note and mortgage.

Luke Madole, a lawyer for Buckley, 
said he saw nothing wrong with Buckley 
letting lawyers he directly managed use his 
electronic signature. Later, in an e-mailed 
statement, Madole added that what occurred 
“is nothing like ‘robo-signing’" and  to use 
“that loaded term would be unfair in the 
extreme.”

a jUDGE iNVEStiGatES
ROBO-sIgNER cHRIstINA carter resurfaced 
in a ruling earlier this month, when Arthur 
schack, a New York state court judge in 
Brooklyn, threw out an attempt by HsBc to 
foreclose on a Brooklyn house.

schack said he had instructed HsBc’s chief 

Not HoME: an empty mail box is seen at the front door of 
a foreclosed house in miami gardens, Florida september 15, 
2009. rEUtErS/carloS barria
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lawyer in the case, Frank cassara, to confirm 
key facts directly with HsBc officials. the 
judge said cassara subsequently “affirmed 
‘under the penalties of perjury’” that he had 
done so. But the judge said it turned out that 
cassara had never checked with anyone at 
HsBc, and that the employees cassara had 
said he spoke with at HsBc actually worked 
for a loan servicer.

the judge also said signatures on 
documents in the case were filed by known 
robo-signers, three of whom he identified 
by name, including carter of Ocwen Loan 
servicing. He personally had examined 
multiple examples of their signatures, the 
judge said, and found wide variations, raising 
the possibility that other people had been 
signing their names.

   Judge schack then took an unusual step: 
He formally threatened HsBc’s cEO, Irene 
dorner, as well as lawyers for the firm, with 
sanctions for relying on known robo-signers, 
filing false documents and making false 
representations to the court. the possible 
sanctions could range from an oral reprimand 
to financial and other penalties. 

“If HsBc has a duty to make money for 
its stockholders,” schack wrote, “why is 
it purchasing nonperforming loans, and 
wasting the court’s time with defective 
paperwork and the use of robo-signers?” 

HsBc spokesman Neil Brazil said that the 
servicer, Ocwen, was responsible for what 
occurred in the case, and that HsBc had had 
no role in it.

Paul Koches, Ocwen’s general counsel, 
said in an e-mail: “to our knowledge, there 
was nothing submitted by our legal counsel 
to the court that was in any way misleading 
as to who is the owner of this mortgage and 
note, nor was there any conduct of any kind 
that would justify sanctions.”

carter says she did nothing improper, and 
left Ocwen voluntarily in May for another job.

DowN iN FloriDa
tHE BANK NOW tRYINg to foreclose 
on Marjorie gunter has produced a 
troubled paper trail. OneWest submitted 
a document signed this February to prove 
that the original lender for her mortgage, 
a company called MortgageIt, had signed 
over ownership to OneWest. But MortgageIt, 

owned by deutsche Bank, wasn’t in business 
in February. It had ceased operations three 
years earlier, in 2008.

A deutsche Bank spokesman declined to 
comment.

Even if the February document were 
authentic, it wasn’t recorded until nearly 
10 months after OneWest had launched its 
foreclosure action, which began in May 2010. 
Real estate law throughout the united states 
requires that before moving to foreclose, a 
trust or bank must already own the mortgage 
and related promissory note. Otherwise, 
courts have ruled, a forecloser has no right to 
seize a house.

OneWest also filed two separate copies of 
what it said was the 87-year-old homeowner’s 
original promissory note. the first had an 
endorsement only from MortgageIt to 
now-defunct IndyMac Bank. Weeks later, 
OneWest filed a second copy of the note, 
with the addition of a “blank” endorsement 
-– an endorsement by IndyMac, but with the 
name of the payee left empty. OneWest has 
filed no evidence in the case that the note 
was subsequently transferred to Fannie Mae.

OneWest declined to explain the multiple 
apparent discrepancies in the gunter 
foreclosure documents. A spokesman said in 
an e-mail: “OneWest is dedicated to ensuring 
that it meets the needs of its customers, 

acts in accordance with applicable laws, 
and complies with its contractual mortgage 
servicing duties to the highest standards.”

A Fannie Mae spokeswoman said Fannie 
does own the gunter note, but declined 
to explain how the mortgage finance 
giant obtained it, “due to it being in active 
litigation.” 

the judge in the gunter case hasn’t ruled 
yet on OneWest’s documents.  (20th Judicial 
circuit court in collier county, FL, case 
number 10-2982-cA). 

Mrs. gunter lives in Immokalee, a scrubby 
town 34 miles inland from Fort Myers on 
Florida’s gulf coast. About 40 per cent of 
the townspeople live below the poverty line, 
census data show. she shares her home with 
her three dogs; her one surviving son lives in 
a nursing home.

In an interview at her house, on a dusty 
road off the main highway, Mrs. gunter said 
she doesn’t understand why the bank is 
foreclosing.

OneWest says that Mrs. gunter now 
is delinquent by more than $160,000. 
Her lawyer, Joseph Klein of the Legal Aid 
service of collier county, argues there are 
extenuating circumstances.

copies of her mortgage application forms 
show that in december 2006, an agent for 
deutsche Bank’s MortgageIt unit signed 
up Mrs. gunter for a $149,900 mortgage. 
the forms, listing her income, show that the 
agent knew that the monthly payments -- 
$1,151, including insurance -– were more than 
her monthly income of $800 from social 
security plus about $200 in food stamps.

In an affidavit filed in court, Mrs. gunter 
said she had asked the salesman for a 
“reverse mortgage,” which allows senior 
citizens to remain in their homes without 
making mortgage payments, with the value 
of the house going to the bank when they die. 
But the documents the salesman gave her to 
sign were for an ordinary 30-year mortgage. 

Losing her place would be a devastating 
blow, Mrs. gunter said. “If they take the 
house,” she said, “they’ll take me, too.” 

(scot Paltrow reported from New York and 
Washington, tom Brown from Immokalee; 

editing by Michael Williams and 
claudia Parsons)

“oneWest is dedicated to ensuring that it meets the needs of 
its customers, acts in accordance With applicable laWs, 

and complies With its contractual mortgage servicing duties 
to the highest standards."

'takE ME too':  margery gunter, who turned 87 in may, 
is delinquent by more than $160,000 on her mortgage.  
rEUtErS/joE SkiPPEr
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WHY HAvE sKEtcHY MORtgAgE 
procedures been so difficult to root 

out? some lawyers blame misguided 
efforts to cut costs. Most foreclosures are 
uncontested, they note. And so servicers 
save money by avoiding costly searches 
for missing original documents or hiring 
additional staff to deal with the surge in 
foreclosures.

there are signs, however, that servicers 
resort to doubtful documents because 
they have no choice if they are determined 
to foreclose: to a great extent, originals 
simply don’t exist.

It’s one of the overlooked legacies of the 
housing boom. 

In the rush to make new home loans and 
sell them off as fast as possible to investors 
on Wall street, the original lenders --big 
banks as well as now defunct makers 
of subprime loans -- destroyed original 
documents, or never turned them over 
as required to the ownership pools that 
scooped them up. From 2004 through 

the end of the housing boom in 2006, 
more than half of all new mortgages 
were securitized and sold to such pools, 
known as mortgage-securitization trusts, 
according to the securities Industry and 
Financial Markets Association.

so, banks and intermediaries in many 
cases never turned over the two essential 
documents underpinning a home loan -- 
promissory notes and mortgages -- that 
would convey ownership to the investor 
trusts. that means many pension funds, 
insurance companies and hedge funds that 
invested in the trusts never got formal title 
to mortgages they had paid for.

sheila Bair, who recently stepped down as 
Federal deposit Insurance corp. chairman, 
in congressional testimony has called for 
a wide-ranging audit of the problem. But 
other regulators so far haven’t backed the 
idea, possibly fearing that if the extent of 
the problem became known the housing 
market might worsen. 

One example: Public records in 
foreclosure cases indicate that New 
century Mortgage, the nation’s second-
largest subprime lender until it collapsed 

in 2007, almost never endorsed promissory 
notes or assigned mortgages to trusts that 
bought its mortgages. 

A Reuters sampling of 50 foreclosure 
cases filed in duval county, Florida, 
involving New century mortgages found 
that none of the promissory notes filed 
in the cases had any endorsements at 
all on them. Records show that similar 
large-scale lapses occurred with other big 
lenders.

the result is that trusts may be out many 
billions of dollars, says Matthew Weidner, 
a lawyer who specializes in mortgage 
litigation. If proper procedures are followed 
now, foreclosures could slow to a trickle. 
And a cloud would hang over title to 
millions of homes, potentially further 
depressing the housing market.

sheila Bair, who recently stepped down as 
Federal deposit Insurance corp. chairman, 
in congressional testimony has called for 
a wide-ranging audit of the problem. But 
other regulators so far haven’t backed the 
idea, possibly fearing the consequences if 
the extent of the problem became known. 

 (Editing by Michael Williams)

behind the corner-cutting, vast 
troves of missing documents

EVictED: a foreclosure notice 
is taped onto the front door 
of an empty house in Fairfax, 
Virginia, outside Washington 
may 5, 2011. rEUtErS/larry 
DowNiNG


